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Abstract  People observe lots of events around the environment and we can easily recognize the nature of an 
event from the resulting optic flow. The questions are how do people recognize events and what is the 
information in the optic flow that enables observers to recognize events. Motor theorists claim that human 
observers exhibit special sensitivity when perceiving events like speech or biological motion, because we both 
produce and perceive those events. However, direct perception theorists suggested that speech or biological 
motion is not special from the perception of all other kinds of event. The purpose of this review article is to 
address this controversy to critique the motor theory and to describe a direct realist approach to event 
perception. It is important to understand the fundamental information of how human perceive event perception 
for the convergence on robotics.
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요  약 사람들은 항상 사건들과 접하고 그것을 지각하며 산다. 우리는 이러한 광학 흐름의 결과로 볼 수 있는 사건
들을 어렵지 않게 인지한다. 문제는 사람들이 어떻게 이러한 사건들을 인지하며 광학 흐름 중 어떠한 정보가 우리로 
하여금 이러한 사건들을 인지하게 만드는 지이다. 운동이론학자들은 인간은 이러한 사건들을 생산함과 동시에 지각
하기 때문에 말소리 지각이나 생물학적 운동과 같은 사건들을 지각하는 것에 특별한 감각을 가지고 있다고 주장해왔
다. 하지만, 직접지각 접근법 연구자들은 말소리 지각이나 생물학적 운동은 어떠한 다른 사건들을 지각하는 것과 다
르지 않다고 제안했다. 이 논문의 목적은 사건지각에 관한 운동이론과 직접지각 접근법의 관점에 대해 설명하고 운
동이론을 비판함으로써 이 두 이론을 비교하는 것이다. 점차 발전하고 있는 로봇공학과의 융합에 있어서 이러한 인
간의 기본적인 사건 지각 능력을 먼저 이해하는 것이 중요하다.

주제어 : 융복합, 사건지각, 직접지각 접근법, 운동이론, 생체 운동 지각, 정보 
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1. Introduction
In everyday life, we observe lots of events around

us, such as a person walking, a ball bouncing, water

falling, etc. There is no problem for human to recognize

the nature of an event from the resulting optic flow.

Although intelligent robots are dramatically developed,

it is still not trivial for robots to perceive those events.

Recently Nery and Ventura[1] presented embodied and

embedded agents using a dynamical systems and a

biologically inspired approach. They adopted the Event

Segmentaion Theory (EST) which provides a model of

how the human brain segments perception into a

sequence of events[2,3]. The problem, however, is how

the agent make predictions about perceptions. Nery and

Ventura[1] built modeled dynamics using the concept of

strong anticipation proposed by Stepp and Turvey[4]

but problems still remain for unmodeled dynamics or

complex response system. Thus, we first need to

understand the basic concept of how humans perceive

events by reviewing the theories.

Researchers have been investigating the questions of

how people recognize events and what information is in

the optic flow that enables observers to recognize

events. Bingham[5] suggested that events could be

characterized in terms of dynamics. The perceptual

information is projected from kinematics or motions in

an event. Kinematic specification of dynamics (KSD)

was formulated as a principle to be used to guide

investigations of perceptual information and suggested

that dynamics enables a kinematic pattern to specify

events[6,7]. For example, in terms of dynamics,

walking can be understood as an upright and inverted

pendulum, while running can be understood as a

bouncing ball[8].

There have been debates between motor theorists

and direct perception theorists. According to motor

theorists, speech and biological motion are different

from other events because humans both produce and

perceive those events. As a result, motor theorists

claim that human observers exhibit special sensitivity

when perceiving speech or biological motion. However,

Fowler [9,10] critiqued the motor theory of speech

perception and suggested that speech perception is not

special. Instead, she advocated a direct realist approach

to the perception of speech. In recent papers,

researchers in visual event perception have argued for

a motor theory of biological motor perception. The

problem with this approach is that it divorces biological

event perception from the perception of all other kinds

of events. In this article, I review this controversy to

critique the motor theory and to describe a direct realist

approach to event perception.

2. Comparison of two major theories
2.1 What is event perception: Johansson 

vs. Gibson
What makes events distinguished from other

physical properties, such as 3D structure, is that they

are spatio-temporal[11]. One of the prominent examples

of event perception is point-light walkers in

Johansson’s study[12]. Small lights were attached to

the main joints of an actor dressed in dark clothes, thus

only several small lights were seen in the displays. In

the static displays, a motion pattern such as walking or

running was recognized. Whenever the changing

displays were stopped, a jumble was seen again.

Besides Johansson, Gibson is another dominant

event perception theorist. Although Johansson is a

motor theorist, Gibson is a direct perception theorist.

Mace[13] pointed out the salient differences between

the two positions. First, Johansson and Gibson had

different viewpoints on events whose changes are slow

or fast. Johansson[14] distinguished perceptible events

from nonperceptible events. He said that humans do not

perceive slow motion such as ripening of fruits or the

fast motion of a raster which generates a static TV

image. Those events change so slow or fast that they
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are not sufficient to be perceived and recognized. On

the other hand, Gibson[15, 16] proposed that the speed

of an event is not important, rather the existence and

availability of information is important to perceive

events. He described the perception as the pickup of

information over time, thus both slow and fast events

might be perceived as long as information specifying

them is available to the observer.

Second, Johansson and Gibson devised different

displays that produced the changing patterns over

static ones. As I mentioned briefly before, Johansson

[12,17] developed the vector analysis using the

point-light method. For instance, a person slowly

passes a factory wall when a piece of wallboard is

being lifted in front of the wall. The wallboard motion

can be described as the vector sum of the projection of

a horizontal motion from the wall relative to the eye

and a vertical motion from the board relative to the

wall. In other words, in the optic flow projected at the

retina, the horizontal vectors from the wall indicate a

horizontal relative motion between the eye and the wall

and the diagonal vectors from the rectangle wallboard

indicate a diagonal relative motion between the eye and

the wallboard. Thus, the perception of two

simultaneous motions is the results of mathematical

analysis in sensory processing. [17] Gibson [16],

however, devised random texture displays to study the

specification and transformation of surfaces. He

progressively added or subtracted textures from each

successive frame that looked like opaque surfaces

moving over one another. He emphasized the

information available about a cluttered layout of

surfaces in the addition and subtraction of textures.

Since the changes from accretion and deletion of

texture are not found in projective geometry, he argued

that projective geometry could not be the most general

source for the specification and transformation of

surfaces.

Third, the most significant difference between

Johansson and Gibson is the underlying paradigms of

perception. Johansson [17] adapted the distal stimulus

–proximal stimulus–percept paradigm. A proximal

stimulus is formed by light (i.e., distal stimulus)

reflected from the environment and specified at the

optic nodal point of the eye. This specified proximal

distribution of energy is transformed into a percept by

neural processing in the visual system. Gibson[18], on

the other hand, questioned the idea that perception is

mediated by stimulus in distal-proximal framework and

proposed that perception is directly produced by

structure (i.e., pattern) in an environment. From his

view, the information is the pattern (optic, acoustic,

haptic, etc.) specific to its sources. In the case of vision

perception, light is structured differently by different

objects and events in the environment. In other words,

structure in light is caused by properties of objects and

events and the structure is specific to its causal source.

The structure in light which serves as information is

directly picked up to perceive the surface layout of the

environment.

So far, only the differences between two major event

perception theorists have been briefly reviewed in

terms of the basic concept of event perception. In the

following sections, I review the controversy between

motor theory and direct perception theory more

specifically in the area of biological motion perception.

2.2 Biological motion perception
Speech perceptionists have been in a debate.

Basically, motor theorists claim that speech perception

is special because the perceptual-motor mechanism

(i.e., production of speech) allows humans have great

sensibility to perceive speech relative to nonspeech

signals [19,20,21,22,23]. Direct perception theorists, on

the other hand, claim that there is no distinction

between speech and nonspeech signals specified by

different perceptual processes. Instead, humans directly

use the structure in the acoustic signals as the

information to perceive speech as well as nonspeech.

[24,25] More recently, biological motion perceptionists
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have repeated this debate on motor theory. Similarly to

the debate of speech perceptionists, motor theorists in

biological motion perception have argued that human

movements are special, whereas direct perception

theorists have critiqued this motor theory’s claim.

2.2.1 Motor theory
From Johansson’s point-light demonstration, motor

theorists claim that body movements can be recognized

easily even when they are depicted visually in a simple

form by placing a few lights at the articulations of the

body segments [26]. For example, biological motions,

such as walking [12, 27,28,29,30,31], dancing [12,32],

and other motions [31] have been investigated to

support this claim. Beardworth and Bukner [27]

performed an experiment on the ability to recognize

walking movements. They adapted the point-light

displays of Johansson and recorded the dynamic

walking of each observer and his/her friends whose

walking was familiar to the observer because they

spent time every day. After being shown each walking

display of their own as well as their friends’, observers

were asked to indicate the name of the walker. The

results showed that performances on recognition of

their own walking were better than those of their

friends’ walking, even though the observer sees the

walking of their friends every day, whereas they barely

see their own walking. Based on this result,

researchers suggested that some specific motor

information rather than visual experiences is involved

in perceptual recognition.

Jacobs and Pinto [29] examined the roles of visual

experience and motor processes in biological motion

perception. They used point-light displays by varying

motor feasibility (possible vs. impossible) and gait type

(familiar, unusually fast, unusually slow) and

performed gait-speed and identity discrimination tasks.

In gait-speed tasks, observers were shown two

walking displays and asked to judge which one walked

fast and which one reached the door first. In the

identity discrimination task, observers were asked to

judge whether the displayed walker was model 1 or 2.

In both tasks, the accuracy of judgments for physically

possible gaits was higher than for physically impossible

gaits, meaning that perceptual-motor interaction plays

a role in human movement perception. Their results are

consistent with the neural reports of Stevens, Fonlupt,

Shiffrar, and Decety [33]. Stevens et al. investigated

brain activity of the motor and parietal cortex using

PET when biomechanically possible and impossible

stimuli were presented. They found that the motor and

parietal region was no longer activated when

impossible paths of human movement were presented.

Jacobs and Pinto [29] also tested the role of visual

experience. Observers were shown two walker models

for a varied time (i.e., more than 20 hours vs. less than

5 hours). Visual experience affected the identity

recognition, but not gait-speed discrimination. Thus,

visual experience as well as perceptual-motor

interaction allows us have a great sensitivity to human

movements.

Since perceptual-motor interaction defines visual

sensitivity to human movements, Jacobs and Shiffrar

[30] investigated whether different motions of

observers (e.g., stationary, walking or cycling

observers) affects different judgments of gait speed on

self- and other-relative movements. Observers were

asked to judge either whether their own walking speed

was faster than a point-light walker’s or which one

walked faster between two point-light walkers while

they stood, walked, or bicycled. They found that the

accuracy of discrimination of walking speed was lower

when observers walked than when observers stood or

bicycled. Researchers suggested that action production

interferes with action perception. Observer’s own

walking interfered with the sensitivity to perceive

walking movements.

Motor theorists claim that human movements are

special, meaning that humans have a great sensitivity

to human movements. Moreover, they argue that the
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perceptual-motor mechanism plays a role in perception

of biological motions. Since humans both produce and

perceive motions, observers recognize their own

motions better than others’ even though they have little

visual experience of their own motions relative to

others’ motions. Thus, Loula et al. [31] also predicted

that observers should recognize their own motion

better than the motion of friends or strangers in their

experiments. They investigated several kinds of human

movements such as walking, running, dancing, boxing,

jumping, hugging, greeting, and laughing. Their results

were somewhat consistent with their prediction

because observers recognized themselves better than

friends and strangers for certain kinds of motions. For

example, observers recognized their own dancing better

than others’, but they did not recognize their own

walking and running better than others’. Thus, when

the movements are biomechanically stereotypical (e.g.,

walking and running), observers could not discriminate

their own movements and others’ easily.

2.2.2 Critique of the motor theory for 
biological motion perception 

Although point-light demonstrations shown in

numerous studies are powerful and effective and have

advanced motor theory’s claim that biological motion

perception is special, direct perceptionists have

critiqued motor theory’s claim of dissociation of

biological motion and other object motion perception

[c.f., 34]. First, direct perception theorists claim that

there is no clear boundary between biological motion

and other object motion. A good example of this claim

is a running basketball player who is dribbling a ball

for a successful lay-up. Alexander [8] defined human

biological motions in terms of dynamics. Walking can

be understood as an upright combined with inverted

pendulum, while running can be understood as a

bouncing ball. Thus, the dynamic of running motion is

same as the dynamic of a bouncing ball. The basketball

player produces dribbling, but the dribbling is a part of

the bouncing ball. Warren, Kim and Husney [35]

investigated the ability to perceive the elasticity of a

ball while observing another person bounce it. They

varied elasticities of balls by filling the balls with

various materials such as foam rubber, cloth, or

styrofoam clips, and by adjusting air pressure. In other

respects including weight, size, and color, every ball

was identical. Observers were asked to bounce each

ball vertically so that the bottom of the ball reached the

target line. The experimenter first demonstrated the

task and observers dribbled the ball twice, finally

bouncing the ball to make it reach the target line. They

found that observers were able to perceive the

elasticity of the ball by observing how the

experimenter bounced it. Moreover, observers were

able to use information of the elasticity they perceived

to regulate the impulse applied to the ball during

bouncing it. Thus, ball bouncing was also an event that

humans were able to both perceive and produce. The

perception of this event (i.e., ball bouncing) was a

single event that combined the biological human limb

motions forcing the ball and the inanimate ball

bouncing. In a similar vein, the dynamic of the lay-up

movement that the player produced exhibits the

projectile motion same as the dynamic of thrown ball.

Thus, biological motion events (i.e., running and

laying-up) are connected to object motion events (i.e.,

a bouncing ball and projectile motion of a thrown ball).

If so, could humans perceive biological motion

separately from object motion? Could we say that

biological motion is the only category of motion that

humans perceive and produce?

Second, motor theorists claim that humans have

little visual experience of self motion relative to

motions of others. However, people always visually

perceive their own motions from a first person

perspective. Bingham and Wickelgren [34]

demonstrated the effective first person display of

biological motion. Observers can easily recognize

walking movement in a videotaped walking display
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from a third person perspective. Not only can observers

recognize walking motion from the third person

perspective, but they can also recognize it in a display

videotaped from the first person perspective. For

example, when a person holds the video camera on

his/her shoulder and films the view while he/she is

getting up from a chair and walking around the room,

the view through the camera lens is used to guide self

motion. The event of walking motion can be easily

distinguished from motion of the camera on a tripod,

even though there is no such walking motion from the

third person perspective.

Self motion is also perceived kinesthetically as well

as visually from a first person perspective. Kinesthetic

perception is defined as an intrinsic module of the

coordination and control of actions [36]. Knoblich and

Prinz [37] investigated the role of kinesthetic perception

to distinguish self-generated drawing movements from

other generated movements. They found that observers

were able to recognize their own drawing movements,

even though they did not see the process of original

drawing. They suggested that the drawing movements

were kinesthetically perceived when observers

performed them and that this kinesthetic perception

reproduced the visual recognition of the self-generated

characters. However, they concluded that this

kinesthetic perception is encoded by motor system,

which is explained by motor theory.

From perceptual theory, the relation between

kinesthetic and visual perception focusing on the role of

relative phase in an event has also been investigated.

“Relative phase is a measure of coordination in human

movement. The event perception studies have shown

that relative phase is a perceptual variable used for the

perception of human movement.”[34, p.19] Todd [38]

investigated the role of relative phase in perception of

gait. Each stimulus consisted of a pair of three

connected line segments which appeared as a pair of

human legs. The relative positions and orientations of

these segments changed over time in a cycle. The

particular configuration of different limb segments was

determined by the values of seven variable: the position

of the torsso (Xt,Yt), the position of the hip(Xh,Yh), the

angle of the upper leg rotated about the hip, the angle

of the lower leg rotated about the knee, and the angle

of the foot rotated about the ankle. The step cycle

consisted of three distinct phases called the transfer,

the landing, and the drive phase. During these phases,

seven variables were varied sinusoidally. Observers

were asked to judge whether a display looked more like

a walking or running gait. It was found that observers

were able to perceive the identity of gait sand the

difference of walking and running gaits were primarily

determined by the movements of the lower leg. A small

bump at the beginning of the step cycle was observed

in changes in lower leg angle relative to the horizontal

during running, but not during walking. Todd also

found that the walking gait can be transformed into

running (or vice versa) by adding or subtracting a

constant value to the angle of the lower leg over the

entire step cycle.

2.2.3 Direct perception theory 
Direct perceptionists claim that biological motion

perception is not special because such point-light

demonstrations for the other object events (e.g.,

bouncing balls, free falling, splashing water) are

equally effective [39,40,41]. Bingham et al. [40] used

patch-light displays for 9 events selected to represent

rigid-body dynamics (free fall, pendulum, rolling ball,

and struck ball), biodynamics (hand-moved spring and

hand-moved pendulum), hydrodynamics (stirred water

and splash), and aerodynamics (falling leaves).

Observers were asked to describe each event in their

own words or circle properties in a list. It was found

that observers were able to recognize each event in all

tasks. Twardy and Bingham [42] investigated whether

observers are sensitive to violations of energy

conservation in free-fall events. They used simulations

of balls falling freely and then bouncing on a hard
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surface varying the elasticity or gravity. Observers

were viewed each display and then indicate how each

event looked natural. The results showed that

observers were sensitive to the effect of elasticity and

gravity in free-falling events, although they were more

sensitive to the effect of decreasing gravity than to that

of increasing gravity.

From direct perception theorists, event perception is

yielded by information composed of higher order

variables [16]. Direct perception theorists in speech

perception claim that structure in sine waves is picked

up directly to perceive acoustic signals [18]. In a similar

vein, direct perception theorists in biological motion

perception claim that structure in surfaces and motions

is used as information to specify the event for visual

recognition. Motor theorists have been skeptical about

the claim of direct perception theorists, that is,

higher-order invariants. They argued that it is

impossible to perceive events directly by higher-order

invariants. Motor theorists suggested that higher-order

variables should be decomposed by the

perceptual-motor process. Since perceptual-motor

processes for speech / biological motion are different

from those for nonspeech / object motion, motor

theorists have argued that speech and biological motion

perception is special. Direct perception theorists, on the

other hand, claim that the dynamic events generate the

specified trajectory form to be recognized. In other

words, different events are specified by different

trajectory forms.

Runeson [6] suggested that observers detect unique

kinematic properties to perceive corresponding dynamic

properties of the events, which is called KSD

(Kinematic Specification of Dynamics). However, the

mapping from dynamic event to kinematic pattern

appears to collapse a dimension, which causes a

missing dimension problem [11]. “As the dimension of

‘depth’ was believed to be lost in a flat retinal image,

dynamic variables, such as mass, friction, elasticity,

and energy are not present in the kinematic

description.” [11, p. 20] Kinematic variables (e.g.,

position, velocity, acceleration, etc.) require only the

length and time dimensions [L, T], while dynamic

variables (e.g., mass, force, stiffness, damping, etc.)

require one more dimension, the mass [M]. Since, the

mass dimension is missing in kinematics, how is it

recovered from kinematics to perceive dynamic events?

Bingham [5] rejected the missing dimension

problem, using the mathematical equation shown

below. In the case of a mass-spring oscillator, the

dynamic equation is

  , (1)

where m is mass, k is stiffness, x is position, and

d2x/dt2 is acceleration. This equation (1) includes

dynamic variables (m and k) and kinematic variables (x

and d2x/dt2). “Dimensionally, m and k are [M] and

[M/T2], while x and d2x/dt2are [L] and [L/T2], so each

term in the equation is dimensionally a force, i.e.,

[ML/T
2
]. (p. 415)” The kinematic (i.e., motions)

equation is determined by the dynamic equation

 sinωφ , (2)

where A is the amplitude, φ is the phase, and ω is the

angular frequency. “Since the amplitude and the phase

are kinematic constants that depend only on initial

conditions, they are arbitrary in respect to the

dynamics. In contrast, the angular frequency is

determined by the two dynamic parameters, ω =

(k/m).5. (p. 415)” This ratio is dimensionally described

as ([M/T
2
]/[M])

.5
, so the mass dimension cancels out

and only the kinematic quantity [T-1] is left. It is

appropriate for the kinematic equation. However, the

kinematics used a sin formation about the dynamics is

determined by only the ratio of the dynamic

parameters, k/m, not by specific values of either k or

m. This causes the scaling problem of how the angular

variable (i.e., only time dimensioned) can provide

information about scale properties in events.

Subsequent studies have shown that temporal

properties in events are uniquely linked to spatial

properties, meaning that observers are able to judge
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scale properties (e.g., distance, size, mass, etc.) in

dynamic events governed by gravity [35,42,43,44].

Warren et al.[35] found that observers were able to

judge the elasticity of bouncing balls by detecting the

single period duration when the height information was

not available. McConnell et al. [44] investigated

whether observers were able to judge object size in

event when only time and trajectory forms were

available. They found that observers were able to use

the information of time and trajectory to judge object

size. Moreover, when observers were given the

feedback on one event, they performed better and also

generalized to other events as well as the one event in

which the feedback was allowed. Thus, observers were

sensitive to the general form of the spatio-temporal

scaling relation, but feedback was needed to apply this

relation to generalize events. Jokisch and Troje [43]

investigated whether observers were able to use the

spatio-temporal relation to derive size information from

point-light displays of dogs moving with varying stride

frequencies. Animals as well as humans adjust their

gait patterns in order to minimize energy consumption.

For instance, the stride frequency of an animal is

varied depending on its size for efficient energy

consumption. The results showed that observers

judged the size of dogs with high stride frequencies

smaller than dogs with low stride frequencies. Thus,

observers were able to use the physically determined

relation between spatial and temporal scales to derive

the size of a moving dog in the absence of other cues.

There has been more evidence that trajectory forms

can provide information about an event so that dynamic

events can be recognized. Bingham [39] and Bingham

et al. [40] found that observers were able to

discriminate inanimate dynamics (e.g., freely falling and

bouncing objects or pendulums) from animate

dynamics (e.g., a hand-moved spring or hand-moved

pendulum). In comparison between a freely falling

motion and one moved by hand, the difference between

two events can be seen on the phase plane, where the

kinematics were sampled directly from the video

recordings. Each event is produced by different

dynamics that generated a trajectory form. The

trajectory form is defined as the variation in velocity

along a path of motion. For instance, a free fall and

bounce produces a parabolic trajectory with a flat base

corresponding to the impact, which exhibits

characteristics of gravity. After the impact, the

decrease of energy produces a decelerative parabolic

trajectory. In contrast, objects felled manually produce

an elliptical trajectory with a half-flat base

corresponding to inelastic impact and loss of energy,

which exhibits characteristics of human limb

movement. Then, an accelerative elliptical trajectory is

shown due to energy increase. In these studies, results

showed that observers were able to distinguish the

inanimate motion of a falling and bouncing object from

the animate motions produced by hand, even though

those two objects were moved along the same path, to

the same endpoints, and at the same frequency. Thus,

it was shown that observers were sensitive to

trajectory forms corresponding to dynamic events and

used them to recognize events.

Wickelgren and Bingham [45] found that 8-month

old infants showed the ability to discriminate the

differences in trajectory forms. They used three

patch-light displays: a rolling ball, a water splash, and

an occlusion event. The first and second events were

asymmetric in time (i.e., nonreversible), whereas the

last event was symmetric in time (i.e., reversible). In

the first display, a ball started from one side of the

screen, rolled across the screen and stopped at the

opposite side. The second display was filmed looking

directly down into a surface of water. The surface of

some water covered by visible patches was splashed

by dropping an invisible object, and then gradually

settled in a damped oscillatory motion. The last display

was a puppet swung out like an inverted pendulum

from behind a wall. Researchers habituated the infants

to the forward displays, and then switched to the
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reverse displays, or vice versa. It was found that

infants habituated to the forward display, and then

dishabituated to the reverse display or vice versa when

nonreversible displays (i.e., a rolling ball and splash

events) were used. In contrast, infants did not

dishabituate when a reversible display (i.e., a puppet

swinging out from behind the wall) was shown. The

first two events looked totally different when shown in

reverse, whereas the last event looked same even when

shown in reverse. Thus, the results showed that infants

also were sensitive to such variations in trajectory

forms.

Muchisky and Bingham [41] investigated the ability

of adults to use trajectory forms as visual information

about events. They tested whether observers were able

to discriminate a freely swinging pendulum and a

hand-moved pendulum by detecting trajectory form

differences between two events. The freely swinging

pendulum yields the symmetric trajectory form around

the midpoint, whereas the hand-moved pendulum does

not. They used a display of a circle oscillating in a

straight path side to side on a computer screen. In one

study, they systematically varied the amplitude of the

oscillating motion while preserving the period of

oscillation. In the other study, they systematically

varied the curvature of the elliptical trajectory form

while preserving the symmetry of the form and the

period and amplitude of the motion. After being shown

a pair of displays, observers were asked to indicate

which one was the hand-moved pendulum. The results

showed that observers were able to detect small

differences in trajectory forms. Observers distinguished

an asymmetric trajectory form from the symmetric

form and symmetric peakening or flattening of the

form. These results are consistent with those of other

studies, in which observers could detect properties of

trajectory forms and use them as information to

identify events.

3. Future research & Conclusion  
There has been a debate between the motor theory

and the direct perception theory in speech and

biological motion perception. The motor theorists claim

that perception of speech and biological motions is

special relative to perception of other events because

only humans can both perceive and produce speech and

biological motions. In other words, perception of speech

and biological motions is distinct from that of other

events because the two kinds of perception are

processed by a different perceptual-motor system.

Moreover, in biological motion perception, humans are

more sensitive to their own motions relative to others’

motions because they can use their own motor

production (i.e., motor commands) as information to

visually perceive self generated motions as well as

speech.

In contrast to motor theorists, direct perception

theorists claim that there is no distinction between

speech and nonspeech perception or between biological

motion and other object motion perception. As Gibson

[16] proposed, a pattern (e.g., optic and acoustic) in a

causal source (e.g., light, sine waves, and motions) is

used as information to perceive events. In other words,

every event is perceived directly by information from

higher-order variables. For instance, different

structures in sine waves specify different acoustic

signals, and different structures in motions specify

different dynamic motion events. In biological motion

perception studies, it has been found that trajectory

forms generated by dynamics of events can be used as

information. Moreover, humans, including adults and

infants, are sensitive to trajectory forms so that they

can perceive and recognize events.

Furthermore, the motor theorists have focused more

on biological motion such as walking, running, and

dancing, while using patch-light displays to support

their claim that humans are more sensitive to biological

motion. The direct perception theorists, on the other
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hand, have focused more on simple object motion such

as a bouncing ball, a pendulum, and water splashing.

Nevertheless, there have not been studies that directly

compare biological motion and object motion. For

instance, walking exhibits the same trajectory form as

a pendulum and running exhibits the same trajectory

form as a bouncing ball. However, the question

whether humans are able to perceive biological motion

(e.g., walking and running) and object motion (e.g., a

pendulum and a bouncing ball) equivalently using

information from trajectory forms has not been studied.

It could be difficult to display two kinds of events

because biological motion has more degrees of freedom

than object motion so it is much more complex than

object motion. One of the possible ways to study this

would be to add some background noises in each

display and ask observers to indicate whether a pair of

displays is the same or to choose which display is

biological motion.

Another research question is whether observers

perceive biological motion from the first person

perspective. The motor theorists claim that observers

are more sensitive to self motion than others’ motion

because they use their own motor commands to

visually perceive self motion, even though they have

little visual experience of their own motion. The direct

perception theorists, however, claim that humans

always see their own motion from the first person

perspective. As I mentioned earlier, Bingham and

Wickelgren [34] demonstrated how well observers

recognize walking movement in a display videotaped

from the first person perspective. For instance, when a

person films the view while holding the video camera

on his/her shoulder walking around the room, he/she

can guide self motion using the view through the

camera lens. Observers can easily distinguish walking

movement in the display from the first person

perspective from the motion of the camera on a tripod,

even though they do not see such walking motion from

the third person perspective. Thus, the question

whether observers are able to perceive other kinds of

self motion (e.g., running, stepping up and dancing)

from the first person perspective could be investigated

using theses kinds of displays.

In sum, the motor theory claims that higher-order

variables are decomposed by some kind of computation

and reconstructed to perceive events, whereas the

direct perception theory claims that higher-order

variables are used directly as information to perceive

events. From the direct perception theory's view, we

see and hear the world directly.
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